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 Amanda Reavey  00:03

Hello, my name is Amanda Reavey. Welcome to the Stereotype Life, where we talk about
mental health, disability and access in higher education. We release new episodes every
other Wednesday at 12pm Central, so please subscribe on iTunes or wherever you get your
podcasts, and visit www.stereotype.life for this episode's transcript and additional
resources. Today I'm very glad to introduce our guest, Jason Anderson, who is here to talk
about how students can create accommodation for themselves as well as learn to self-
advocate and build resilience. Jason is an access specialist at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, where he works with students with disabilities, including myself. He grew up
hard of hearing and became deaf as an adult. He has two cochlear implants and is
proficient in American Sign Language. Hi, Jason, thank you for being here today.

Jason Anderson  00:55
Hi, nice to see you. Thank you for having me.

 Amanda Reavey  00:58

Jason is an alumnus of UW-Milwaukee where he majored in Sociology and American Sign
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Language studies. And after seven years of working in the Accessibility Resource Center,
[he] has returned to work on his master's degree in counseling. He expects to graduate in
2021, right?

Jason Anderson  01:16
Hopefully, yeah.

 Amanda Reavey  01:17

When Jason isn't working or volunteering, his time is spent with his wife and young son.
Jason is an award-winning home brewer and he enjoys creating unique brews that he
shares with friends and family. How's it going?

Jason Anderson  01:32
It's going really good. Starting to get a little bit warmer out, and, you know, got all those
summer projects getting started and, in light of everything COVID-related right now, we're
doing pretty well. How're you?

 Amanda Reavey  01:45

I'm good. People, you know, things are opening up with limited whatever-you-call-it, and
it's nice to see people out and about.

Jason Anderson  01:57
Yeah, definitely. It's a little bit weird seeing all the traffic and stuff like that, so that's gonna
take some getting used to. You know, we reacclimate, but, I was out yesterday most there
was a lot more traffic than there usually is.

 Amanda Reavey  02:09

Yeah, I had actually forgotten that Safer At Home had lifted and when there was all these
people out, I was kind of, like, "What's going on?" Everyone's running errands, right now.
No, everyone's out and about enjoying the sunshine. So anyway, let's get into it. You've
done a lot for the disability community, especially deaf and hard of hearing students as
an access specialist. Can you talk a little bit about your background and why you decided
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to become a counselor for students with disabilities?

Jason Anderson  02:40
Sure. So everything that's come up to this point, I definitely feel like I'm in the career that
I'm meant to be in. But everything that's happened before, this was really just, in the purest
form of the word, an "accident." Just being open to trying out new things and stuff like
that. I'll try not to get too bogged down in the major history of things, but I'd never
intended on [getting into] disability services, it's something that kind of happened. I have
my own history of hearing loss. So I'd always been kind of involved in some way or form
with hearing loss, but never from the deaf side of things. It wasn't until back in 2007, I
entered into my undergraduate experience at UWM, and, I was sitting in, believe it or not,
the same office that I have right now. I was actually the student at that point, and I was
talking with my advisor, her name was Cassie Franklin, and I knew that I needed to do
something different from the career that I was doing at that point. But I wasn't really sure
what, and I had no idea as a newly deafened - like a late-defeaned person - I had no idea
how I was going to be able to go through college. So I sat in her office and we talked
about accommodations, which [was] kind of like a new word to me, I didn't really
understand what that meant. And, I was freaked out about how I was going to be able to
listen in my classes if I didn't know sign language and I didn't have access to that
conversation. So that kind of piqued my introduction into the disability world, where I
started having to figure out things for myself and not really knowing what was available
out there or what my options were, just kind of having that conversation with her.

 Amanda Reavey  04:34

I definitely want to talk more about that and that transition. But before we do that, maybe
for listeners, can you explain a little bit about the difference between deaf was a little "d,"
Deaf the big "D," hard of hearing, and late-deafened, and some of these terms that maybe
people don't know about?

Jason Anderson  04:53
Sure. So, I would consider myself little "d" deaf to an extent. The difference between little
"d" deaf and big "D" deaf is that basically a big "D" Deaf person spent their entire life not
being able to hear, using sign language, American Sign Language, or whatever their
respective sign languages for their country that they might live in because they're all
different. But they spent their entire life using ASL as their primary mode of
communication. There's all kinds of different cultural norms and intricacies within that
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language, but it's basically talking about somebody who's lived that Deaf experience for
their entire life and uses sign language. I would consider myself, in some ways, a little "d"
deaf, but also big "d" Deaf. I did not use sign language until I was probably - I mean, you
know, I learned the alphabet when I was younger and some basic signs, but for the most
part, I relied on just hearing in my one good ear because I was half deaf growing up. And
then, as I got older, [I was] using different types of assistive technology and stuff like that.
Sorry, my mind's going all over the place, and so I'm trying to collect my thoughts. I do see
some things - there are a lot of parallels within the hard of hearing community that are
also in big "D" Deaf, [like] that whole struggle with communication. So that's why I
sometimes consider myself big "D" Deaf because I've always struggled with
communication. I've always struggled with knowing how to have conversations with
random people, because in some environments, I could hear very well, and then I'd get
into an environment where there's like a big ceiling or a high ceiling or lots of background
noise, and it's like, I was basically deaf for all intents and purposes. I could not make out
what people were saying, and so I feel like I understand that struggle of not being able to
communicate. Then there's late-deafened. And so as I got older, when I was about 22
years old, I lost my hearing. It was that random hearing that I had made right ear, it just
suddenly dropped out and went away. There is a sizable portion of the population out
there that falls under that category is late-deafened. They're very often underrepresented,
underutilized [in] that they don't have a lot of resources, or they don't know about a lot of
the resources at their disposal. And I would say hard of hearing is probably one of the
more common terminologies, that basically characterizes anybody who has any degree of
hearing loss that's not considered deaf.

 Amanda Reavey  07:49

Yeah, I consider myself hard of hearing, and sometimes that can be difficult because
people assume that hard of hearing means the elderly that wear a hearing aid. But you
know, there's also some people that grew up with hearing aids and are hard of hearing.
And there's this whole other invisible community as well that people don't necessarily
realize is there.

Jason Anderson  08:17
I also think there's also something with hard of hearing. I used to tell people I was hard of
hearing all the time, and it's funny the amount of confusion that you get when you tell
somebody you're hard of hearing. You get these varied responses from people, like they'll
say, "Oh, I'm so sorry." And people do that with deaf as well. But it's almost like they don't
always understand it. There were some times like I said before, where I could hear in one
environment and then in another environment I couldn't hear. So in the environments that
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I could hear, people would be like, "Uh, you're hard of hearing?" And it was almost like the
state of disbelief like, "You can hear me just fine." And then I get into another environment
where like I said, [there's] background noise or a restaurant or something like that, where
all speech recognition goes out the door. And, you know, and it's like, I feel like there's just
a general sense of confusion and misunderstanding as it relates to hard of hearing. So I
just started telling people, I don't hear very well or I had fluctuating hearing loss. And then
I eventually graduated to "I'm deaf," just because I feel like it's very blunt. I don't have to
explain myself and I've just kind of followed the whole thing: "I'm deaf." And it takes out a
lot of the confusion.

 Amanda Reavey  09:33

Yeah. Speaking of certain environments, where you can hear and other environments you
can't hear, I'm thinking particularly about students who, you know, maybe they're hard of
hearing or consider themselves deaf, or they think that they'll be fine without
accommodation or they don't know that they can get accommodations. Like for myself,
as an undergrad, I didn't really (other than a note taker for one class) I didn't request
accommodations, because, as a hard of hearing person, I'd always "been fine" or "gotten
along fine." But in retrospect, my grades were terrible, I probably should have registered,
you know, been more fully involved with the Accessibility Resource Center. So I'm thinking,
what do we do for those students to say, "Hey, you know, it doesn't have to be this hard
and you can have accommodations. Here's how to do it."

Jason Anderson  10:31
I think that's a great question. It's hard to ask for help for anybody. And it's especially hard
when you have a disability where you feel like you're going to need help in some way,
shape, or form. But I also think a lot of people don't think about what's behind that help.
Like, they may understand things in a face-to-face environment and they're not thinking
necessarily about big class sizes or classroom dynamics? Is it an echo-y room? Is it an
auditorium is it a very large room with lots and lots of students that are talking at different
times? They're not thinking about closed captioning for videos. And it's entirely common
for instructors for any number of classes to go and use your YouTube clips or VHS tapes or
DVDs [that don't] have captions. And UWM is really unique in the sense that we provide
that as a service to our students, we can actually add captions to it. So it's like, all those
little outside things that you're not automatically thinking about when people are thinking
about their hearing loss. They're thinking about one-on-one conversations, they're not
thinking about the classroom dynamic. And so what I hope students when they come and
register with the Accessibility Resource Center is that we're going to sit down together
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and we're gonna to talk about that whole dynamic and how we can make the whole
system hopefully work.

 Amanda Reavey  11:59

In your TED talk - that was 2016 that you did your TED talk? I think?

Jason Anderson  12:07
I think so. Yes. I want to say, yeah 2016.

 Amanda Reavey  12:14

That was the one thing I didn't write down! But in your TED Talk, you define self-
accommodation as, "knowing what you need and communicating it in a respectful way."
But I'm thinking again, about those students who, whether they think they deserve
accommodations or not, they sometimes don't know what they need until they know
what's available. And sometimes getting them into the door of the Accessibility Resource
Center is hard, as you were saying. Sometimes it's hard to ask for help. So what would you
recommend for students who are unsure where to start? I guess that's related to my last
question, too. I'm thinking also of this Gestalt psychologist, I forgot her name, where she
said, "Knowing who we are and what we want is a political act." And I think knowing what
accommodations you need, and then advocating for them is sort of revolutionary. It's a
skill. How do we how do we develop those skills?

Jason Anderson  13:25
It's a hard thing to do it. That's a hard thing to do even for, for myself, you know, it wasn't
like I just woke up one day and was able to figure out what I needed for accommodations.
I look back to that first meeting when I was sitting - I think you and I had the same advisor
-

 Amanda Reavey  13:39

We did. We totally did. Yep. Cassie. Yep.

Jason Anderson  13:42
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Right. I was clueless. And I don't know about you - it sounds like you were kind of the
same. I was clueless about what accommodations that I might actually be able to take
advantage of. And I felt like I had those blinders on. When you get into that situation
where you start talking about like "What I need for academics?" it's a small piece of the
puzzle. So you're thinking about meetings with advisors or going to class and
understanding the professors. Those are the two most-discussed things when a student
[that] comes in is requesting accommodations. And for me, I had to figure out how to, you
know, do a bunch of other things like, how was I gonna be able to watch the videos for the
class? How was I gonna to be able to understand who is speaking in a classroom, like a
large classroom? Where I'm going to be able to sit so that I can hear the teacher, if I could
hear the teacher in the best way? Where is it so that I can see the captions? And as I was
there for a little bit longer and learned sign language, where the interpreter is? There's all
these little pieces that people don't think about that you have to kind of identify and start
figuring out a plan for yourself. And what happened with a lot of students - I won't say all
because I think there are a lot of people out there that are really skilled at self advocacy -
but, you know, especially for people who have a history of hearing loss. Back in high
school, you had your parents, your principal, different people that are involved in your IEP
or 504 Plan team that are talking about you as an accommodation in the classroom. And
it's not always giving the students the ability to think critically about what works and
doesn't work for them. So once they get thrown into this college environment, a lot of
times people really struggle with that, and they're like, "Well, I really know how to interact
with this. You know, I'm used to having 25 people in my classroom, and now I've got a
classroom of 200. What's changed?" And so, when I'm talking about self accommodation,
and learning about how to advocate for yourself, I'm talking about those little things like,
you can ask for captioning, you can ask for sign language interpreters, but what about all
those other things? What is it that you can do as a person to make those things
successful? So, seating or how to go and talk to your professor or something like that, you
know? Does that make sense?

 Amanda Reavey  16:12

And you also brought up, you know, ADA 504 Plan. My understanding is like 504 and the
IDEA Act, that's where in K-12 it's the school's responsibility to find the students and then
create accommodations for the students. Whereas now that they're in college ADA says,
"You have the right to have access to accommodation, but you have to seek those out
rather than the other way around." And that's such an abrupt change, especially like, you
know, this is your first year you might have moved into the dorms, you're figuring out who
you are, you know, as an adult and what college is, and now you've also got advocate
yourself. I feel like can be a tall order. And also sounds like it requires a lot of self-
awareness. And I don't know. I don't know how students develop that self awareness so
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that they can develop the self-accommodations skills, or is that something that the
professor maybe states explicitly in the classes. Like, "Think about what you need and
come talk to me?" Do instructors need to do better about opening up the opportunity for
them to self-advocate?

Jason Anderson  17:40
Well, first of all, I gotta congratulate you on your knowledge of that. I would say that's
probably one of the number one things that we talk about when we go and meet with
high schools. A lot of people, even college students, don't realize that there's a difference
between the two. So like, the Accessibility Resource Center or any department like it at
any campus across the United States is not going to seek you out. You know, you're right,
and back in high school and middle school and all that other stuff, they had to identify the
student and then ensure access. We are kind of in the boat where we want to teach
students how to advocate for themselves, and they have to request. So if they don't
request accommodations, there's no accommodation. And a lot of students see that as
the hardest thing to get past, to drive past this. "I've used accommodations for my entire
life (I'm speaking from the student's perspective now), I've used accommodations for my
entire life, and now I've got into this college environment where I'm just like everybody
else, and I want to see how things are going to work when I get to college without
accommodations." And so what we often see is students who don't register for the first
semester, sometimes even longer, because they wanna see how things go without. And it's
not until they've already gotten into a place where they're really struggling or maybe even
failing their classes where they say, "Okay, maybe I did need accommodations." My
philosophy on that is it's better to have it and not need it, than to need it and not have. So
every student that I meet with, I say, "Why not, why not just get this stuff down on paper
right now?" Because the system we use, it's all computer-based, internet-based. You don't
have to request accommodations at all. And you don't have to request all your
accommodations. All you have to do is sit down with me as an access specialist, talk
about what areas you struggle in, and what areas you think you're going to need
assistance. And we're going to basically give you this blanket of accommodations that's
catered to whatever your needs are. And we talk about all those things, you know, like, I'm
going to throw out situations where you might encounter a certain thing, and how you
would deal with. We have that conversation. And after that blanket's developed and
students can start thinking critically about it semester-to-semester and say, "Okay, in this
class I'm going to need captioning services. And this class is a little bit more fast-paced, I
know sign language, so I'm going to use a sign language interpreter." And it's all about
developing that internal sense through trial and error of what's going to work and what's
not going to work. And, most importantly, not being afraid of failing. You know, you're
going to pick an accommodation that might not work for you in the situation, but having
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options at your disposal, so you can kind of change things up. And we really do work with
students to kind of develop those things, it's not like we just throw them out into the lions
and, you know, say sink or swim. We we really sit down with students and say, "How are
things going? What could maybe make things better for next semester that we could look
at," you know?

 Amanda Reavey  20:55

Well, that makes me think about open conversations. They need to be honest and be
vulnerable. What does that process look like? Let's say they fill out a form, and they go to
the access Resource Center. What does that conversation look like, both with an access
specialist? And also I imagine they would have to have a conversation with their
professors. So what could they - if they're nervous or don't know what to say - what's
something that they could say or start out with so that they can kind of break the ice and
that nervousness that they might have?

Jason Anderson  21:37
With the instructor specifically or with an access specialist?

 Amanda Reavey  21:40

Both.

Jason Anderson  21:41
Both? Okay. So, I think the hardest part is that initial application, of course. We try to
make it as streamlined and simple as possible so that students could just tell us exactly
what they need. You know, the first step is always just asking for help and that first step is
just the application. Our counselors, we don't look at this as an opportunity to, to grill
students or get too intrusive on the details of their lives or make them feel uncomfortable.
We want to make them feel really comfortable. So we have a specific set of questions that
we're thinking about in our minds that are related to access. So I mean, there is a paper
form out there, but we don't follow that paper form. It's designed more to be a
conversation. And we're going to ask you open questions and we're gonna ask the student
open questions about how they struggle in different environments, and then we develop
that accommodation plan based on that. The initial meeting is about - alright, so I
scheduled students for an hour and a half fo that initial meeting. Almost never are they
there for the full hour and a half. It's just there in case we have additional things that we
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need to discuss. I would say most students get out of there in 45 minutes. However, that
conversation with the instructor is something that causes a lot of students anxiety. And so
we've helped to kind of like, act as a little bit more of a catalyst with that. So like I said,
everything is an online system called ArConnect, that's what we use for UWM, every
student, every college has their own system, and their own name or whatever. But
basically what happens is they go in every semester, and they select their
accommodations within the system, and once they select those, and they submit them, an
email automatically gets generated to each one of their instructors, notifying them of the
accommodations that the student's requesting. That's not considered requesting an
accommodation necessarily because then the student has to go and talk to the
instructors. And that's where we're having that divide - how to go and have that
conversation with the instructor. Some students have never had that experience before
and are terrified of it. Other students, you know, it's the easiest thing in the world. They go
in, they say, "Yeah, I need extended test time. This is blah, blah, blah." And it's super easy.
When we can do with students that are a little bit more afraid or nervous or whatever
emotion is attached to that interaction with the instructors, we can do mock scenarios
where I could pretend I'm the instructor, and the student could practice on me. Or we
could even flip the tables a little bit and I could pretend that I'm the student and they're
the instructors. They can kind of see what it looks like coming from the student side. And I
feel like once they've had one or two times on their, you know, a couple at-bats, that fear
tends to get over hopefully, pretty quickly.

 Amanda Reavey  24:55

And they can start building resilience, I suppose. I imagine it requires that. How would you
define resilience and how might students build it? I mean, I guess we kind of answered a
little bit of that, like, through practicing.

Jason Anderson  25:14
How can a student build resilience?

 Amanda Reavey  25:17

Yeah. How would you define it? And then how might they build it?

Jason Anderson  25:22
Sure. Resilience is something that's really important for anybody. I would say it's for
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anybody, but especially people with disability. It's about knowing exactly what you need
and knowing that you're going to have to ask for it. Disability is not in the forefront of
people's minds. Instructors don't go around thinking, "What if I have a deaf student? What
if I have a hard of hearing student? What if I have a student of physical disability? What if
I have a student with memory issues? Any of those things, they're not thinking about it,
they're thinking about their overall teaching experience. And so, coming to that
understanding on your own and realizing - Well, if I could take a step back, I think, on that
note, a lot of students get frustrated with people because they think that it's like a
personal slight when somebody doesn't accommodate them automatically. And what I'm
hoping that people can start to realize is that it's not a personal slight, oftentimes, they
just don't have the information that they need, and they don't understand it. So that sense
of resilience is the sense of self-acceptance and saying, "I have a disability, I know or I at
least have a general idea of what it is that I need to be successful, and I'm going to have
to communicate with people or communicate that idea with people." And then
approaching those scenarios with the understanding that, I would just say, assume that
they know nothing about your disability whatsoever, and that you're going to have to
explain to them what that is. And the resilience comes in where it's really hard to to
acknowledge the fact that I'm going to have to have that conversation with multiple
people for the rest of my life and not get angry about it. And I think that's the key to being
resilient and ongoing and having a relationship with people and being positive about
those things. It's acknowledging that to yourself and saying, "This is what I need to be
successful." Just being able to get it out there in a respectful way. Does that make sense?

 Amanda Reavey  27:23

Yeah. And develop patience. Being patient, you know, not making assumptions that, as
you were saying, that the professor's ever encountered a student with certain disabilities
and that they know what to do.

Jason Anderson  27:45
I actually have a great example of that, if you wouldn't mind me sharing.

 Amanda Reavey  27:48

Go for it.

Jason Anderson  27:50
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I'm sure people who are listening that are hard of hearing have probably encountered
something very similar to this, but I remember when I was doing my undergrad at UWM, I
can remember multiple scenarios where I got extremely frustrated with instructors or
other people in the class for not getting me what I needed. There's one that sticks out in
my mind. So, my advisor, Cassie was telling me that I needed to be a better advocate for
asking instructors to turn on the closed caption, right? And so I remember I was sitting in
this class, it was an intercultural communication class. And my instructor had never
encountered anybody who was hard of hearing or deaf before. I sent her my
accommodation plan, and, I think it was like the first week of classes, she showed a video
in the class after she got my accommodation plan that didn't have captions. And I didn't
say anything. After the class, I went up to her and I told her, "Hey, I had a hard time with
that video because I couldn't understand what was going on in the video." And, you know,
I was practicing that advocacy skill, like Cassie was telling me to do and the very next
class she was showing another video and she was very apologetic, you know, she's well
intending. It wasn't like she did it as a personal slight. The very next class, she was showing
a video, and it was on YouTube, I believe, and they had these kiosks in the front of the
room with all the controls for the projector and their computer and blah, blah, blah. She
couldn't figure out how to turn the captions on on that. And what happened was, she got
really upset. She picks up the phone and she's calling tech support for UWM in the middle
of the class, and she starts yelling at them in the middle of the class and she's like, "I have
a deaf student in my class right now who needs these captions. You need to make this
happen," and she was really angry about it. She just made this huge scene and I was
sitting in the class and I was just mortified. And everybody you could tell, they're trying to
look into without looking, because they know who the instructor's talking about. I was
using captioning, and it's a visible thing, right? And so in that situation if it would have
been in the past, before I had somebody telling me, you know, the things that I'm talking
about in this podcast, I would have gotten very angry with the teacher and I probably
would have stormed out. I probably would have given her an earful. I probably would
have said some colorful words. But instead, I said, "Wow, this teacher really cares about
my access. And she's doing everything that she can in order to make sure that I'm getting
access to the material, but she's doing so in a way that she thinks that I want." And so I
took that as a teachable moment. I didn't say anything in the moment I learned on the
course. And afterwards, I had to accept myself and say, I am a hard of hearing person,
deaf person and I want to have a conversation with her. I said, "While I appreciate what
you did in front of the class, that made me feel very exposed. And it made me feel like I
was a disability and not a person." And she was like, "Oh my gosh, I'm so sorry. I didn't
realize, you know, you were just telling me about the caption experience. And I wanted to
make sure that I made that right for you." So, you know, then she made it right afterwards,
she apologized to the classroom afterwards. She asked me what I wanted out of that
situation. And that's what I'm talking about when I'm saying like self-advocacy. It's
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knowing what it is that you need, and being respectful enough to communicate with the
people because they don't always deal with that disability. And they might think they're
acting in your best interests and do something that might be interpreted as a personal
slight. Really, they're trying to they're trying to help you.

 Amanda Reavey  31:43

Professors are human, and they care, and they make mistakes sometimes, but they really
do care about students. You just need to talk to them. I love that. So can you explain a
little bit about some of the opportunities that are out there to help student? I'm thinking
specifically, one of the things that you did for me because you're my access specialist is
got me in touch with DVR, the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation. And I think
sometimes students don't know that such a thing exists or that they can go there.

Jason Anderson  32:29
For sure. So DVR correct is one of the more underutilized resources, at least in my opinion,
for students with disabilities, mostly from a sense of that they don't realize. I will say that
in the state of Wisconsin, it is called Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, as you
mentioned, and, for the most part, most states have their own vocational rehabilitation.
You can do a Google search for "vocational rehabilitation" and then whatever state
you're. Their goal is employment. And I think that throws off a lot of people, because
especially college students, they're saying, "Well, I'm not looking for employment. I'm in
college, I'm a college student." And what they don't realize is that college is one of those
steps along the way to gainful employment. So the DVR's goal is they want to help you
find and maintain gainful employment. So, for a lot of careers, you need a college
education and that kind of stuff. So what they do is they work with people with disabilities,
you have to have diagnosis and you have to have documentation. And what they'll do is
they'll provide training or training grants, in the form of helping you pay for school or
helping you pay for assistive technology, things like FM systems, in some situations, even
hearing aids, that kind of stuff, and they can help you pay for those overall costs.

 Amanda Reavey  34:00

Cool. So how would would a student get involved? What does that process look like?

Jason Anderson  34:09
Sure. It's in the state of Wisconsin. It's a fluctuating process. Right now, the process is
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actually very good. They have three different tiers of disabilities. So I don't know what
direction they go in, it's like tier one, tier two, and tier three. One of them is the most
severe, or of them is the least severe. For the least severe disabilities, you might have to
wait longer in order to get in to see a counselor, but basically, you just go to their website, I
think of the state of Wisconsin, it's something like dwd.wisconsin.gov, and so DWD stands
for Department of Workforce Development. They're under the Department of Workforce
Development. All you have to do is go on there and apply. It says "Referral for Services" on
their website, and you click on our "Referral services." This is where people get tripped up.
It'll ask "Are you looking for a job?" and people will be like, "Oh, no, I'm a college student,
so I'm not looking for a job." Don't do that. That automatically disqualifies you from the
process. You are by default, because you're a college student looking for work. So you fill
out that application, say, "Yes, I'm looking for work." There's a couple qualifying questions,
they send you a letter through snail mail to come in and meet. You have to jump through a
couple hoops in order to get in there, but usually, by the third meeting, you'll meet with an
access specialist, or, I'm sorry, a counselor. And the counselor is going to talk to you about
what your long term goals are. If you don't know what your long term goals are, they can
make a referral or they can work with you to try and figure out what those goals are. They
always have to be employment-related. Once you decide what those goals are, then they
figure out what is it that you're going to need in order to get there? So are you gonna get
money to help pay for school? They'll help you figure out if the university that you're going
to, say you need an FM system, does the school provide FM systems? Or is that something
that you, the student, would need to purchase? And, in which case, they might be able to
help. Or hearing aids or different assistive technology, note-taking tools, that kind of stuff,
sometimes even computer equipment. It's one of those things where you really have to be
a good self-advocate, too. They're not going to chase you down and say, "Hey, don't don't
forget about us. We're going to help you get these things." It's like, no, you got to really be
on them. And monthly contact is really important.

 Amanda Reavey  36:38

Are there other organizations that students can reach out to that are not necessarily
University-affiliated?

Jason Anderson  36:49
Sure. There's, there's one that's called IndependenceFirst. It's just like it's spelled
independencefirst.org all as one word. They're a nonprofit resource center for people with
disabilities. They're especially useful for diagnosis like ADHD or something where you need
organizational skills training. Or even for deaf and hard of hearing people, especially the
late-deafened. Like, say, you lose your hearing and you're not really sure about how
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you're going to be able to do certain things in life. What they can do is they can set you up
with a Independent Living Services Coordinator, who will sit down with you free of charge
and talk about what your goals are specifically as it relates to your disability. Say I want to
get better at organization, right? They can make that a goal for you and then you meet
with them on a weekly basis and they're going to talk about what your goals are and how
we can adapt that process that make you a more efficient organizer. It sounds really
simple and straightforward, but most people don't have the capacity, without talking
about it out loud, to see what their patterns are. And so just having that person, that
resource, to sit down and talk about those things, is incredibly useful. And like I said, it's a
free service.

 Amanda Reavey  38:19

Oh, cool. I didn't realize it was free. That's really great. Do you have any final advice for
students?

Jason Anderson  38:32
I think I have a lot of advice, and I'll try to keep it short. Look at your look at your life and
the things that you need as a constant, evolving, moving process. You're gonna constantly
encounter new scenarios and new situations where you thought you were going to be fine.
It doesn't matter what your disability is. It's all the disabilities out there. You're going to
encounter these situations where you thought you were going to be fine, you get surprised
by something. Success and failure are both equal parts of life. And they're both equally
important, and we need to learn from those failures. Just like we learn from our successes,
right? So, constantly modifying and adapting your process as you go, so that you can be
successful in every environment. Right? And not only that, once you figure out a way to be
successful in one environment, can you think of another way that you could also be
successful in that environment as a backup, should something go wrong? So as an
example for myself, you know, I know sign language now. I use speech as my primary
mode of communication. I have my cochlear implants and stuff, but what happens when
my cochlear implants die? And I'm faced with a situation where now I have to interact
with people, and I'm not used to it. So what is the backup in that situation? And for me,
that's carrying a notebook along or using my phone to text message with whoever it is I'm
trying to interact with, and getting over that sense of anxiety, because you're gonna have
anxiety about it. That's never gonna go away. But, again, being resilient and saying, "I
know that this is me, and that is something that I have to do," and just kind of pushing
forward with it. And having a back up plan, I guess is the ultimate thing.
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 Amanda Reavey  40:31

Cool. So to sum it up, like in terms of self-advocacy and accommodation, what I'm
hearing is one, be honest; two, be vulnerable; three, communicate; four, adapt; and five,
have a plan.

Jason Anderson  40:50
Absolutely. Great summarization, thank you!

 Amanda Reavey  40:54

Thank you so much for this conversation and for being here with me today. I think there's
a lot of concrete resources and you've made the process much clearer, I think. So I really
appreciate that. Thank you for listening to this week's episode of Stereotype Life. If you
enjoyed this episode, please leave a review on iTunes and consider supporting us at
www.stereotyped.life/donate. I hope you'll join us next time when we discuss multi-
modality and making online courses accessible with Christine Koyama, a PhD student in
English literature and cultural theory. Until then, have a wonderful couple of weeks.
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